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Message from the president  

 Hello CBCS Members and Friends, 

I am happy to announce the very first Bette Bemis Memorial Scholarship Winners.  They are 

Cheyenne Lueken and Bradley Marcum who are enrolled in the Southern Illinois University-

Edwardsville School of Nursing.  They will receive $2,000 each for this Fall Semester 2016.  They 

were recognized at the Ninth Annual School of Nursing Scholarship Luncheon earlier this year.  

Both winners are junior-level students in the traditional nursing program and are very active in 

community service as well as with school-sanctioned activities.  Ms. Lueken maintains a 3.603 

GPA and is anxious to put her skills to good use after she graduates;  Mr. Marcum maintains a 

3.22 GPA and currently works in an ICU unit and finds the fast paced environment suits him 

well.   

They are pictured here receiving their 

awards with the Dean of the School 

Of Nursing at Southern Illinois 

University – Edwardsville School of 

Nursing.  I’m sure Bette is smiling 

down on them with great pride.  The 

SON was very appreciative of our gift 

to their scholarship fund supporting 

the work and mission of their School.  

Also lessening the burden for a future 

health care professional in order that 

he/she might focus more on their 

studies.  
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The CBCS will continue sponsoring scholarships until the funds are depleted.  The donations of 

funds and the sale of Bette’s collection have provided these scholarship funds.  You can all be 

very proud of the support these funds are giving to nursing students throughout the years. 

I am looking forward to see all of you in Denver at the Hilton Double-Tree.  From talking to Larry 

Snow on the phone, I can assure you Larry is planning on you having a great time in Denver! 

Keep Peggin’ 

Ed McLaughlin, President CBCS  

 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
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Welcome new CBCS members: 

# 309 Dave Thomen, - Stafford, VA 

# 310 Dave Duane Judd - Indianapolis, IN 

# 311 Teri Newton – Burien, WA 

# 312 Raymond Coffee – Indianola, IA 
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2016 CBCS CONVENTION  

All a—board! Destination Denver, Colorado 

 

 -- Call for presentations: If you have a presentation that would like to share with the group, 

please let Larry know to put it in the agenda for the convention. 

-- Show and Tell: Bring your stories to life, as told through pieces of your collection to be 

presented during the show and tell times.  

 -- Thursday night early-birds meet in hotel lobby at 6:00 PM if you want to join other members   

for dinner. 

 -- Be sure to ask for info packet when you check in. 

-- And do not forget to bring and enter what might be the most desirable, or the ugliest, or the 

most unusual, board contest 

 

See you in Denver! 
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A HORN/McCRILLIS PROTOTYPE – Part Eleven (Peter Leach) 

  A Little History:  The first article I wrote for the CBCS newsletter was entitled THE HORN 

‘CODE’ DECODED (April 2000).  As my interest in HORN boards grew, I eventually wrote ten 

articles for the newsletter (Feb. 2002 - May 2006).  In December 2005 I published a limited edition 

book incorporating these articles and a list of 103 HORN models in my collection. 

 In the introduction to this list I wrote: “Is the list 75% complete? I think it probably is.  How 

about 90% complete?  If there are 100 boards listed, that would mean another ten “new” models 

might be found and that could happen…or not!”  Although I am no longer collecting and have 

disposed of almost all of my HORN boards, I keep in touch with other collectors and as of this 

date twelve new models have been found!  Of greatest interest is a prototype C-230 purchased 

recently by Larry Snow (#292) – see below:   

 

           

 Still More History:  All HORN boards were manufactured by the R. F. McCrillis Co. of 

Norwalk, Ohio. They were sold nationally by W. C. Horn Bro. & Co., who’s President was William 

C. Horn.  From 1908 until around 1920, McCrillis sold only standard two player boards under his 

own name.  Exactly how and when Horn and McCrillis began their partnership is unknown, but a 

cribbage rules folder dated to 1921 shows a “Flat Inlaid Board‘ (RFMcC’s model No. 1 which 

became HORN’S   

C-1), a ‘Folding Pocket Board’ (C-81) and a ‘Deck Inlaid Board’ (C–230).  (NOTE:  

 Technically, the C-230 top plate is not an inlay; it’s a lamination.)   

After the death of Bill Horn (May 1959) his firm was sold to the C. R. Gibson Co. of Norwalk 

CT.  Gibson continued to sell boards under the HORN name for a time; later boards were labeled 

C. R. Gibson, Kingsbridge and R. F. McCrillis Inc.  In 1964 R. F. McCrillis retired and sold the 

business to Harwood Stofer of Rocky River, Ohio.  McCrillis died March 30, 1973 at age 90. 
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A Prototype of the HORN C-230:  How did McCrillis, who had been making standard 

boards in 5 styles, reach a point in the 1930’s where HORN advertised “We make more than 30 

different styles of CRIBBAGE SCORE BOARDS”?  What follows is partly guesswork, but it seems 

like a plausible scenario.   

W. C. Horn, Bro. & Co. was a prosperous NYC wholesaler, selling a variety of paper 

products: “photograph and autograph albums…diaries…and filing specialties.”   Bill Horn was 21 

and in his third year at Yale when his father died and he was summoned to become President of 

the firm.   Many years later an article in the August 2, 1953 Newark Sunday News stated, “He 

[Horn] learned to play cribbage when he was 12 and plays expertly today.”  Photo albums and 

diaries were, and still are, sold by department stores and stationers; cribbage boards may have 

been seen by Bill Horn as a logical addition to their line of gift items.  

I think Horn probably sent McCrillis an assortment of boards with instructions to make 

prototypes for possible inclusion in the new line of HORN cribbage boards.  Most likely, a Le Count 

board was included and a ‘Leader’ board must have also been one of the samples.  In many 

respects, the ‘Leader’ was a knock off of Le Count’s boards; the major difference being a wood 

card storage slide in place of Le Count’s metal slide.  Proof of McCrillis having a ‘Leader’ board at 

hand is the fact that the slides of the two boards can be interchanged.  This can’t be a coincidence! 

 

 

Above: HORN C-230 prototype at top – ‘Leader’ board below.  
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Both Le Count and “Leader’ boards consist of a metal plate mounted on a wood base with a cavity 

in the base providing card and peg storage. In creating a board with a wood plate on a wood base 

(the “Deck Inlaid Board” aka C-230), McCrillis came up with a neat solution.  An arrangement of 

wood strips was glued up in blocks; when the glue was set, slices of the desired thickness were 

cut from the block (not unlike slicing bread).   The result is a thin, 1/8” plate whose various 

elements are clearly defined.  The plate on Larry’s prototype utilizes four species of wood: 

walnut, sycamore, maple and tiger maple. As Horn and McCrillis contemplated this prototype, 

probably considering both how it looked and possible production refinements, several details 

must have called for a change: 

 The blocks for the GS/GW holes appear to be larger than necessary; solution: reduce 
length by almost half: 1 ½” to 7/8”. 

 The board seems overly long and narrow; drop the plain border at the ends; this eliminates 
the need for 4 very fine corner miters.  Then eliminate the decorative “stringing” at either 
end; save 6 strips of walnut and 8 of maple. 

 The flush mounting of the plate on the base fails to create the Le Count/Leader ‘plate on 
base effect’; make the base about 1/8” wider than the plate; a modest routing of the plate 
then produces the desired effect. 

 The matching bevels on the wood slide and the base require close tolerances and would 
be sensitive to changes in relative humidity.  McCrillis, the consummate craftsman, 
probably yielded reluctantly on this point, but a metal slide was obviously more practical.  
NOTE: From this point onwards all HORN/McCrillis deck boards follow Tom O’Gara’s rule 
for Le Count slides, i.e. when the board is held with the top up the slide opens to the LEFT.   

 The card cavity on this prototype will not hold either a bridge or poker deck of cards.  The 
shaping of the interior appears to be unfinished and my guess is that having learned what 
they needed from the prototype, the decision was made not to spend any more time on 
it.  Having made these changes, the result was a blank plate measuring 10” X 2 ½”.  The 
holes were drilled after the plate was attached to the base. 
 

 

Above:  HORN C-230 prototype at top – 1970’s blank below. 
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“If it ain’t broke…”  The blank plates remained unchanged from the early 1920’s until the 

company shut down in 1979…a span of almost sixty years!  In addition to model C-230, the plate 

was used on various editions of the C-10 and C-70 boards, a prototype game board (cribbage, 

chess and checkers – No. unknown) and the C-7526 card table.  At the closing auction, a former 

employee, Rolland “Bud” Baker purchased a box containing 300 to 400 C-230 blanks that had 

been made up in advance by “Cousin Earl” McCrillis, the shop foreman for over 50 years.  The C-

230 pictured below dates to WW II (it has a wood slider in place of metal).  I purchased the blank 

from Bud Baker’s stash. 

 

            

 

If I were still collecting, I would envy Larry from here to Denver and back.  As it is, I’m very happy 

to have been able to examine this most significant HORN board! 

Peter Leach #136 -August 2016  
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Collecting Walrus Tusk Ivory ~~  

Given the national and international laws regarding collecting ivory, I, Terry, intended to do some 

research.  But then I thought, why not use our resident experts?   Some thoughts below by Randy 

Corey (#286), who has an impressive collection. 

The artful scrimshaw engraving told a story, helped identify from whence it came and gave an 

insight about native Alaskan culture and what was important to them. 

 In the early 1990’s, I had saved enough nickels and decided to go to Alaska, where walrus ivory 

and good scrimshaw was plentiful.   I first checked out many shops in Anchorage and then made 

my way down the Kenai Peninsula to the little town of Homer.  In Anchorage, the Hilton gift shop 

had some nice expensive pieces and I even found a shop there that sold nothing but ivory. 

In Homer I found a little shop where I found two boards that really appealed to me. One was a 

bull tusk identified by its thickness and the other was a thinner but longer cow tusk.  The bull tusk 

board had “legs” attached to it to keep it from rocking but the playing surface was smaller than I 

liked.  The Cow tusk was to my liking but no legs or a place to keep the pegs. The shopkeeper told 

me that she could find a Native Alaskan person that could legally work the board for me if I 

wanted to purchase it. 

The shopkeeper told me that only Native Alaskans can harvest walrus and they must sign their 

work.   She told me that most of the ivory comes from Savoonga and Gambell on St. Lawrence 

Island in the north Bering Sea.  Alaska Fish and Game monitors the harvest.  The herds only 

migrate past St Lawrence Island twice a year and they are increasing in number. A loaf of bread 

or gallon of gasoline costs $8 on the island, and this centuries-old livelihood helps people prosper. 

That was enough for me to go ahead and purchase the board for $790. 

The Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 prohibits, with certain exceptions, the taking of 

marine mammals in U.S. waters and by U.S. citizens on the high seas, and the importation of 

marine mammals and marine mammal products into the U.S. 

Eskimo Carvers of the Bering Sea, Walrus Ivory Carvings by Alaska’s Finest by Dale Kessler, The 

MMPA “specifically exempts Native Alaskans that reside on the North Atlantic or Artic Oceans 

from that moratorium allowing any Indian, Aleut or Eskimo to take and sell marine mammals for 

subsistence purposes, or is done for purposes of creating and selling authentic Native articles of 

handicrafts, clothing…; and is not done in a wasteful manner.” Natives that harvest walrus use 

100% of the animal. Not only is the meat consumed, the tusks are used for carving, the hide for 

boat coverings and even the intestines for rain gear. 

http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/glossary.htm#take
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In summary, you’re OK if your piece is signed by a native Alaskan.  If it’s not, it’s probably not 

real.  But keeping your receipts wouldn’t hurt.  Randy shared these boards at the 2015 

convention: 

 

One of our newer members, Randy Graves (#299) is also a collector of Native Walrus boards, and 

sent the following: 

 

The figures at the back left are billikens, good luck statues. 
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I also came across the following advertisement for Native Alaskan art (using the outdated term 

“Eskimo”) from about 1910.  As you can tell by the prices…. 
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The CEB152 (Cec Bradshaw, #238) 

 

I have been a collector of cribbage boards for several years. My collection consist of many 

beautiful boards, both hand crafted as well as factory produced. One of my objectives has been 

to make one of my own. Not only am I a collector of old cribbage boards, but Betz and I also have 

a love of antiques. Whenever we snoop around one of those shops, I have tried to keep my eyes 

open to something that I could convert to a cribbage board. So, here we are in Scottville, Michigan 

at Cole’s Antique Villa antiques 

and there is an old cigar mold – 

perfect size for a cribbage 

surface. Guess what - $20.00 later 

it is in my possession. The next 

step in the process was to find a 

cribbage pattern that might fit 

the surface of the mold. Since I 

am a dyed in the wool Drueke 

collector, I looked at what Drueke 

pattern just might fit the bill. 

Well, the Drueke model 2050 was 

perfect. 

I took a sheet of paper and taped it 

securely to the surface of the Drueke 

board. With a pencil I made a pattern 

that revealed the hole pattern for the 

playing surface. I then securely taped 

the pattern on the mold. Once it was 

fastened to the mold, I used my hammer 

and a nail and punched starting holes for 

the future drilling. 
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From there, I went over to Bill Drueke’s shop in 

Grand Rapids and used his equipment for drilling 

the holes. His drill is far better suited for that 

operation than I have at home. The playing 

surface was very mottled and dented from years 

of pressing fine cigars. So I decided to sand the 

surface until it was smooth. Once the surface 

was smooth, I applied 4 coats of a water based, 

oil modified polyurethane finish. The finished 

product is a very nice simple board. The peg 

storage is inside one of the molds. I used two 

spacers from a Bose speaker system and glued them in place and the pegs fit nicely in between. 

While we were vacationing near Sarasota, we went to Sarasota Architectural where I found an 

old brass locker number 152 – Perfect for something to do with cribbage. I fastened it to the 

surface of the mold and this hand crafted cribbage board became the model CEB152. 
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A Very Nice Find  Terry Coons #187 

I frequently receive inquiries through our website from folks wanting me to consult or appraise 

boards or collections.  Recently I was contacted by a woman from Atlanta who buys storage 

units at auction (think “Storage Wars”).  It contained three boxes with ~100 nice boards.  

Through clues found on the back of some boards, I determined this to be the rest of the 

collection of late CBCS member Don St. John (Don’s family had previously had offered several 

boards to CBCS members).  After the new owner stated she wanted to sell, I purchased four, 

and she threw in a damaged Sadeli for parts for our art restorer, Joe Wheeler! 

My favorite is this silver board with 

etched design and center 

“Summerfield Sons of Rest”.  

Hhmm…I was lucky enough to find 

through research that the “Sons of 

Rest” was an organization founded in 

England in1927 for WW I veterans.  

Most public parks (which at that time 

were staffed by full-time caretakers) had “Sons of Rest” buildings, where veterans would gather 

to play games and socialize.  Summerfield was one such park.                            

Over time, the park staffs were cut, the buildings were subject to vandalism and torn down.  I 

found two that still exist, now for men over 60.  I was so pleased to find this great story and the 

rest of Don’s great collection. 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

Note from Ed 

Kenney #132 

Here is a picture of 

my new mailbox. My 

daughter made for 

me. Her husband cut 

the wood for her 

and she did the rest.  

 


